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Abstract—This article explores the operation algorithm of an
excitation regulator of synchronous generators of small Hydro
Power Plants (HPPs). The aim is to provide optimum economic
parameters, consistent with the dynamically changing
requirements of electric supply companies. An integral method
for maintaining the power factor has been introduced. The
proposed method ensures stable operation of generators in
different working modes. It is implemented and the economic
effect proved significant.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The difference between small and large Hydro Power
Plants (HPPs) is the electrical network length. Small HPPs are
connected to open radial peripheral junctions in the distribution
network, where the impedance can be high with a large resistor
and little / ratio. The production of small HPPs is
fragmented, seldom centralized and power generation is
dependent on water flow. The hourly, daily and monthly power
changes will lead to unobstructed reactive power in both
network directions. Therefore, fluctuations in the voltage of the
busbars are likely to arise in this network part [1-3]. If these
voltage fluctuations are not limited, the power quality
requirements delivered to the consumer might be violated.
With regard to the work of small-scale generators, connected to
a medium voltage grid, a requirement is set. The mode of
operation has to restrict the generator’s voltage increase above
a certain point while generating maximum possible real power
[7]. Then the excitation system should ensure a mode of
operation maintaining the maximum allowed bus voltage of
20kV with restriction of maximum generator voltage,
maximum and minimum field current [4]. In practice, the
structure of excitation regulators (AVR controller) is used
(Figure 1). Regulation of excitation is made either by voltage
or by power factor (lagging or leading).
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When this mode is in use, the generator works parallel
with the network at constant reactive power. This is
recommended when the generator works for a long time
with load close to the nominal one.
3) By power factor
()
There is a restriction regarding the mode of operation
for small generators connected to a medium voltage grid. It
should not allow a power factor under certain value – e.g.
0.9. In this case, an excitation system with constant cos()
mode of operation is advisable. The set value should be
compliant with the given minimal value.
4) By field current
This mode could be performed if the regulation is on the
field current. The assigned current value changes according to
the power line voltage connecting the plant to the power
substation. The set value should consequently be adjusted to
the maximum voltage value of the 20kV busbar.
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Fig. 1.

Excitation regulator (AVR controller) scheme

2) By reactive power

Assuming that this structure provides reliable operation
with a properly-tuned regulative parameter, the question of
optimal management, consistent with the economic
requirements, remains. The importance of power factor [5] is
taken into account. Depending on the registered deviation
between the prescribed power factor and the power factor
achieved, utility companies apply different criteria and
requirements for the mode of operation. In case of deviations of
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1) By voltage
In this mode, the stator voltage of the generator is
regulated with a static characteristic. The stable operation
depends on the coefficient of the stasis and its sign.
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cos() from thee concurred, ffines might foollow. At the same
me, the staticc and dynam
mic regulation stability muust be
tim
maaintained, keepping a mode of operation as close as possiible to
thee manufacturer's requiremennts - usually thhey are inconssistent
witth the regimess required by electrical
e
distriibution compaanies.
Restrictions are introducedd on maximum
m generator vooltage,
maaximal and minimal
m
field ccurrent (over eexcitation ad under
exccitation), maxiimum voltage on 20kV bus bar, overload of the
exccitation systeem (thermal protection) aand minimum
m and
maaximum Real P
Power of the generator. Conncluding that actual
maaintenance of the desired co
os() is possibble if the gennerator
is parallel, the active power is above thee set thresholdd, the
b
the set limit, the gennerator
voltage on the 220kV bus is below
voltage is withinn the allowablee range and thhe excitation ccurrent
is in the range I
÷I
. A possible soluution for this case
c
is
an operation moode with corrrection by coss(). The moode is
anaalogous to thee previous onee, but it autom
matically perfoorms a
preeset parameteer ( cos() ) by automaticcally adjustinng the
exccitation currennt setting.
II.
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onee day. With higgh system volttage and regullation by the power
p
facttor, limitationn - maximuum excitation current /theermal
lim
mitation/ or m
maximum geenerator voltaage, is ineviitably
reacched. In orderr to preserve the stable opeeration, the syystem
swiitches to “operation by limiit parameters””. A solution tto the
prooblem is to deevelop the ideea of changinng the principple of
reguulation - impaact correction based on an iintegral methood for
maiintaining the ppower factor within a certaain period of time.
Thee period mayy be 24-hourrs, a week, a month, etcc, the
reguulation is impplemented acccording to ann integral criteerion.
Thiis correction allows econoomically wise regulation oof the
reacctive load. Thhe mode is acttivated when tthe basic param
meter
“opptimal cos()”” is selected.

MODELL STUDY - RESU
ULTS

The study off the proposedd method of regulation
r
hass been
exaamined
w
with
a
mathematicaal
model
in
MA
ATLAB/SIMU
ULINK (Figuure 2). A detaailed descriptiion of
thee model is giveen in [1]. Corrresponding to the actual opeerating
moodes research is made for oone, and paralllel operation oof two
synnchronous gennerators in sm
mall HPP. Thee schemes for mode
of operation are “generator – transformer unit”.
u
The resuults of
thee research are shown respecctively in Figuure 3 and Figgure 4.
Reesults analysiss shows that in this modde of regulattion a
connstant level of
o the bus vvoltage is achhieved and a good
disstribution off reactive powers betw
tween the units.
Im
mplementation in practice shows goodd results as well.
Hoowever, long-tterm maintenaance of the reqquired power factor
rem
mains a probleem.

F
Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 2.

III.

The SIMULINK moddel

INTEGR
RAL POWER FA
ACTOR MAINTE
ENANCE METHO
ODS

In a 24-hourr timespan, m
maintenance off an optimal power
p
facctor (cos()) is not alwayys possible. F
Figure 5 show
ws the
reccord of voltagee deviation, m
measured from HPP feeders within
w
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Operattion of one generaator

Operation off two generators inn parallel

The introducction of this mode
m
leads too a change inn the
struucture of the regulator
r
– as w
we see in Figuure 6. In this bblock
schheme of the reegulator structuure, all limitattions are integgrated
intoo one control block. At the same time, coorrection of thhe set
parrameter is m
made during tthe regulationn. The correective
funnction is the ccurrent value oof tg()
. An additionall link
∑
“bloock tg ()” is introducedd. It indicates that the contrroller
for the excitationn system (AVR
R) accumulatess measuremennts for
the changes of () with thee correspondinng sign during the
when
reguulation, in anny mode of thhe controller. At the time w
therre are no reestrictions (vooltage, tempeerature, etc.), this
acccumulated deeviation is ccompensated by adjustingg the
currrently calculatted field curreent value. E.gg. when the vooltage
on the opposite site of the generator is lowered, the field
currrent correctionn is formed nnot only by thee current valuue but
alsoo by an additioon compensatiing for the acccumulated shorrtage.
In this way oof control, thhe change oof
() andd the
corrresponding reeactive power (its sign), is compensatedd in a
given period of time
t
- day, m
month, year. Thhe results from
m the
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reccord are show
wn in Figure 7. The distrribution of reeactive
power is seen within the day. At the beginnning of the dayy, high
mption
voltage at the HPP bus bar shhows reactive ppower consum
wer factor. It rreaches reactiive power, buut it is
andd a poor pow
inttegrated in thhe time of one
o
day, achiieving the opptimal
disstribution of reeactive power and power facctor.

Fig. 5.

Record of voltagge deviation measuured from HPP
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CONCLUSIONS
O

In power facttor correction field current m
mode, it is ensured
thatt the optimum
m moment reaactive power is generated w
while
enssuring parallel operation of a parallel buss bar. In this mode,
m
AV
VR works morre steadily as tthe regulationn is performedd by a
prim
mary parametter field curreent . Restricttions of regullatory
chaaracter do not occur. The poower distributtion is natural. The
trannsient dynamiic characteristics are eitheer of an aperriodic
natuure or of smalll fluctuations with a decrem
ment of attenuuation
neaar one. The implementatioon of an inttegral methodd for
maiintenance of tthe power facttor gives veryy positive resuults. It
enssures sustainabble operation w
within a certaiin time periodd with
opttimal economiic parameters. An additionaal advantage oof this
prinnciple is the possibility oof regulation in line withh the
dynnamically chaanging requiirements of electricity suupply
com
mpanies. This method is aapplied in the excitation coontrol
systems for Smaall HPP “Vlahi” and Small HPP “Garvannitsa”.
Thee economic efffect is highly positive (no sanctions have been
impposed since thee introduction of this principple of regulatioon).
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Results froom the alternative structure
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